
Contemplation 

 

God Comes to Us as Our Life 

 
And how we respond to our life 

Is a direct reflection of our relationship with God.  

 
 

Now that is a Game Changer!1 That is a universal mystical teaching. A mystic is one who lives in 
both the seen world and the unseen world; the world of activity and the world of Silence; the world 
of creation and the world of creations Source. You have asked me to write with less words. OK, so 
here goes. Newtonian physics is like the understanding of material creation, lots of separated things 
with little in common other than they exist. As mankind’s intellectual capacity developed, we 
realized that these seemingly “separated” waves were all connected by and in a vast Ocean of 
“Being.” Thus, the ancient saints and scientists of 5000+ years ago (Vedic tradition) knew this and 
added this understanding to their traditional spiritualities. This knowledge is known as the mystic 
understanding. Mystic means beyond the human minds ability to grasp or beyond the human minds 
ability to reconcile the ultimate unity of opposites. But reconciliation and unity has proven itself 
possible in the lives of many mystic saints. Unity lies in the heart (core of being) and not in the 
outer mind! So, for the mystic and many quantum physicists, “There is Only One Being 
manifesting as all separate entities.” And consequently, how we respond to the Source’s 
manifestations of Itself is basically how we are responding to the Source Itself. 

Don’t try to understand this. Treat this as a “Lexio Divina” exercise. Let it sink into your Silence. It 
is there that it will become real. This teaching is embarrassingly abbreviated. Enough words. I will 
stop, but if you are interested, I have written the Five Truths on the next page as optional reading. 

Modern communication theory tells us that the average person can only read approximately 400 -
450 words without their attention wandering. This “one pager’ is 424! (I am adapting!) 

 

 
1 Please, that doesn’t mean we have to like what life is giving us. Remember that Jesus did not like His Passion and 

Death. It means that we respond with integrity, intelligence, and creativity. It fits another description of that multifaceted 
force called Love. To wit: “Love is the response to life that brings all things to their highest good – their ultimate 
wholeness (including us).” And whatever that (Love) response, its effect is to bring us to inner peace. Hint: acceptance, 
and then deal with whatever needs to be dealt with as effectively and efficiently as possible. 
 
 

 



THE FIVE TRUTHS OF UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS 

 

There is Only One Consciousness. (Resting in Silence and moving in Creation) 

Manifesting as all objects, and beings in creation. (Silence recorded is anthropology and history) 

This One has arranged all situations and is playing all the roles of manifested creation perfectly 
according to a Divine Plan of evolution that is unknowable to the human mind. (Faith) 

There is only the One, coming to us as our life, all people and situations in our life. (The eternal Now!) 

How we respond to our life, reflects how we are responding to God. (The religion of Love) 

 

Only Love, Jerry 

 


